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Say hello to a brand-new way to brighten your morningâ€”or any time of day! Jam-packed with

gooey jellies, oozing with rich custards and creams, and covered with mouthwatering toppings,

these mini donuts are bursting with big flavor. From recipes for the traditional donuts everyone

craves like Chocolate Cake and Powered Sugar to fun, new twists like Chocolate-Bacon-Maple, the

donuts in this cookbook will leave you begging for more than just a dozen. Best of all, almost all the

recipes can be made in a mini donut maker appliance, a stovetop, or an oven, so all you'll need to

create these bite-sized snacks is a hankering for something sweet.Inside this cookbook, you'll find

helpful step-by-step instructions and 100 yummy donut recipes, including:Maple-glazedWhite

chocolateâ€“red velvetPineapple upside-down cakeButterscotch-bananaChai teaS'mores With Mini

Donuts, you'll never again have to wait in line for your favorite bakery treat!
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So far, so good! The book is adorable. Lots of great ideas and (so far as I have tried) great recipes!

The chocolate cake donuts I made were the best recipe I've made so far -- I use an electric mini



donut maker. I've tried the King Arthur recipes and several web/blog recipes, and this book's

chocolate one is the best! The pictures are awesome, but like many reviewers, I wish there were

more.

Pretty much the same recipe for all the donuts and frosting. very little variation to the taste when

different ingredients are presented. it's ok if you like the sugar cookie taste but definitely NOT a fan

if you want a real donut taste

It is nice to have a donut book that give you 2 ways to make it for each recipe but it disappointed me

that it doesn't have the final picture of each recipe. For cookbook, I really enjoyed looking at pictures

for each recipe because it catches my attention to make it.

Lots of yummy donut recipes, for fried and baked. I made the Vanilla ones last night and they turned

out great. My problem is with the "glaze" or icing. She's got 1 TBLS of milk and 1 teaspoon of

vanilla, then 1.5 cups of powdered sugar. Mix until smooth. Well.....there is not enough liquid to ever

make this into a glaze. I ended up pouring more milk and vanilla into the mix and honestly...it was

gross. So I am not sure if I did something wrong or if there is some kind of typo in the book. I did go

online an found other glaze recipes, and they all have a much more liquid/powdered sugar ratio, so I

will just use those for icing the donuts.

Bought as a present to go with babycakes donut maker and they loved it!! Not sure how the recipes

come out though..

The book is clearly written with great pictures. Easy recipes to follow and make and has wonderful

frosting recipes. All the recipes I have tried so far make very light and delicate donuts. The reason

for only 3 stars is that all the recipes are more like a very light cake. I was hoping for more of a

traditional donut like the cake donuts from the donut shop where they are a little more dense.

This book was bought because we purchased a Sunbeam mini onut maker from . The book has a

lot of excellent donut recipes and recipes that are adapted for a mini donut maker. It has great

pictures in it and makes a wonderful book for beginning cooks(think young children too). I would

recommend it to anyone looking for a donut recipe book.



I like this except all of the recipes are too small, you have to double the size on all of them. Also all

of the recipes are too thick and need more milk added to them in order to make the batter thin

enough to be manageable with a mini ice cream scoop. If the batter is too thick it will stick to the

bottom of the scoop and randomly fall off into the wells as you are placing batter in them which will

over fill it and cause blow outs.
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